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Abstract
This paper seeks to contribute to our understanding of the relationship between economic policy and economic growth. With the use of a standard growth model, it assesses the influence of public investment and public transfers on the rate of economic growth. It does this by using data from the 20 Italian regions between 1970 and 1995. While the results show a positive influence of public investments on economic growth, this was not the case for public transfer payments in Italy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The recent literature on economic growth has provided some insight into why countries grow at different rates over long periods of time. In some of these models, governmental choices regarding the share of government expenditure in output or the composition of expenditure and revenue can affect the long-run growth rate. The impact of fiscal policies on growth has been studied both in neoclassical growth models and in endogenous growth models (Rebello 1991; Barro 1990; Jones, Manuelli, and Rossi 1993). According to the neoclassical growth models of Solow (1956) and Swan (1956), even if the government could influence the rate of population growth, for example by reducing infant mortality or encouraging child-bearing, this would not affect the long-run growth rate of per capita income. In these models, taxes and expenditures may influence the savings rate or the incentive to invest in physical or human capital; however, this would affect equilibrium factor ratios but not the steady-state growth rate. In endogenous growth models, by contrast, investment in human and physical capital can affect the steady-state growth rate, which gives more scope for tax and expenditure programs to influence growth. Since the pioneering contributions of Barro (1990), King and Rebelo (1990), and Lucas (1990), several papers have extended the analysis of taxation, public expenditure, and growth, demonstrating various conditions under which fiscal variables can affect long-run growth (see, for example, Jones, Manuelli, and Rossi 1993; Stokey and Rebelo 1995; Mendoza, Milesi-Ferretti, and Asea 1997). In an “AK” model, Rebelo (1991) shows that an increase in the income tax rate leads to a long-run decline in the rate of output growth. Barro (1990) and Jones et al. (1993) study optimal tax policies when government expenditure is a productive input and find a well-defined optimal tax rate. In a related context, Trostel (1993) finds a significant negative effect of income taxation on human capital. In all of these models, government tax policy is used to raise revenues.

The clarity of the models contrasts sharply with the murkiness of the evidence. Noting the lack of robust results in the empirical literature on the growth effect of fiscal variables, this paper aims to add to the body of empirical evidence by providing an investigation of Italian regions during the period 1970-1995. We offer a comparative analysis between the so-called “two Italies,” the north and the center-south, to investigate the economic situation of the poorer part of the country, thereby adding a regional dimension to this literature.

A large and growing body of literature searches for the determinants of economic growth employing cross-country regression analysis (e.g., Barro 1990, 1991b, and 1992), Romer (1989a, 1989b, 1990a, and 1990b), Levine (1991), and Levine and Renelt (1992)). The cross-country regression approach implicitly assumes that the growth process possesses similar structural properties across the countries in the sample. Structural differences between countries, therefore, be they political, economic, social, or otherwise, do not condition the growth process. If they do, the effects are randomly distributed with zero mean. If structural differences between countries do matter
significantly and non-randomly in the growth process, the existing cross-country research is potentially flawed. Attempts are sometimes made to control for such differences by including dummy variables for different regions of the world (e.g., dummy variables for African, Latin American, and other groups of countries). In our attempt to consider the effects, if any, of fiscal policies on growth, we use a panel data set to accommodate structural differences between regions and across time. We also compare the performance of the fixed and random-effect models.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a critical review of both theoretical and empirical literature on the impact of different instruments of fiscal policy on economic growth. Section 3 outlines the building blocks of the model introducing the Bajo et al. (1999) growth model, which is the framework for the empirical analysis in this article. Section 4 derives several results about the use of fiscal policy to influence the growth path. The objective of Section 5 is to use the empirical findings to refocus analytical attention onto the effect of fiscal instruments on growth.

2. FISCAL POLICY, GOVERNMENT SPENDING, AND GROWTH: A BRIEF SURVEY

Economic growth was a central interest of Adam Smith and many of the classical economists of the nineteenth century. However, during the first half of the twentieth century, the topic fell out of vogue as microeconomic analysis increasingly came under the sway of equilibrium theory. With the Great Depression, macroeconomic analysis became obsessed with unemployment. After World War II, a number of economists became interested in economic growth; as a result, in the last half-century there have been three waves of interest in growth theory. The first was stimulated by the work of Harrod (1939 and 1948) and Domar (1946 and 1947). The question they posed, using somewhat different terminology, was under what circumstances is an economy capable of achieving steady-state growth? The second wave began in the mid-1950s with the development by Solow (1956) and Swan (1956) of a neo-classical model of economic growth. The original neoclassical growth models focused on the translation of saving into physical capital formation. The third wave was initiated in the mid-1980s by Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988). This wave centered on endogenous growth theories, which stressed both the apparent inconsistency between the implications of the neoclassical theory and the lack of evidence of convergence toward steady-state growth even among developed economies (Romer 1994) and the inability of the theory to successfully account for differences in income growth rates or income levels across countries (Romer 1994). A basic limitation of the neoclassical growth model is due to the assumption of diminishing returns to capital in the production function that led the model to predict that per capita output growth declines in the long run. A primary goal of the new growth theories is to build endogenous models where long-run growth rate of income is influenced by government policies such as fiscal policies, foreign trade policies, and population policies in addition to other variables (Srinivasan 1995).
intent is to challenge the neoclassical assumption that a policy can affect the level of economic activity but not the rate of economic growth.

Even more important than the results of their own research has been the stimulus that the Romer-Lucas work provided for a new burst of theoretical and empirical research in this field. This literature has been complemented by efforts to analyze the effects of the impact of fiscal policies and public infrastructure on national growth (see, for example, Barro 1991b; Rebelo 1991; Sala-i-Martin 1996; Levine and Renelt 1992; Easterly and Rebelo 1993).

However, it is easy to lose sight of the effect of fiscal settings on the long-run economic growth path. In fact, these effects are not insignificant and deserve careful investigation. The impact of fiscal policies on growth has been studied both in the neoclassical growth model (Kryzaniak 1967; Sato 1967) and in endogenous growth models (Rebelo 1991; Barro 1990; Jones, Manuelli, and Rossi 1993).

Robert Barro (1990 and 1991a) extended the constant returns to capital, or AK, growth model of Paul Romer (1986 and 1989) and Robert Lucas (1988) to include government-provided goods and services as productive inputs. In Barro’s model, the long-run rate of growth depends on the share of output allocated to government purchases. With government inputs assumed to be productive, an increase in government purchases as a proportion of output increases the long-run growth rate. However, if government finances its purchases via an income tax, an increase in government purchases requires an increase in the income tax rate. This reduces the return to investment, so long-run growth slows. Barro shows that an increase in government purchases increases long-run growth if the ratio of government purchases to output is small, but slows growth for sufficiently large government purchases ratios.

Similarly, Shell (1967) and Grossman and Helpman (1991) consider models of technological progress in which government collects taxes and uses the proceeds to purchase goods and services, which are used in an R&D process to create new knowledge. Since government goods generate technological progress, an increase in the government purchases ratio increases the long-run growth rate. Again, however, if government raises revenue via an income tax, increases in government purchases raise the income tax rate, so the return to investment and the long-run rate of growth fall. Grossman and Helpman found that an increase in government purchases increases long-run growth if the government purchases ratio is small, but decreases long-run growth when it is sufficiently large.

In an “AK” model, Rebelo (1991) shows that an increase in the income tax rate leads to a long-run decline in the growth rate of output. Barro (1990) and Jones, Manuelli, and Rossi (1993) study optimal tax policies when government expenditure is a productive input and find a well-defined optimal tax rate. In a related context, Trostel (1993) finds a significant negative effect of income taxation on human capital. In all of these models, government tax policy is used to raise revenues.
The relationship between taxes and economic growth has been investigated by a number of economists over the years, and the evidence has not conclusively found that high taxes discourage economic growth. One of the reasons of the lack of a clear relationship between taxes and growth is that some things that tax revenue is used to pay for, such as education, transportation infrastructure, and the protection of property rights, have been found to stimulate economic growth. Hence, econometric studies could very well find that higher taxes are positively correlated with higher growth as governments spend their tax revenues efficiently. In a recent article, Padovano and Galli (2001) looked at marginal tax rates rather than average tax rates, as done in most previous studies. Including in their analysis measures of average fiscal pressure, they found that marginal tax rates turn out to be negatively correlated with economic growth. ¹

The implications of these results are several. First of all, Padovano and Galli (2001) essentially confirm that the level of taxation is not the real issue.² But the finding that the marginal rate of taxation is negatively correlated with economic growth also makes sense because, ceteris paribus, the marginal tax rate acts as a disincentive to produce and generate income. Padovano and Galli’s findings clearly reflect incentives better than did earlier studies of taxation and growth. They also seem to pose a dilemma: how can government collect enough taxes to perform all the needed tasks and yet maintain low marginal rates of taxation? The answer is not difficult if we take into consideration Anne Krueger’s application of comparative advantage to government. The limitations to what government can do efficiently will probably tend to keep the overall need for tax revenue to a level where the marginal rates do not need to be very high either, even if taxes progressively place a higher burden on higher incomes.

The theoretical aspects of the role of productive government expenditure have been studied in Ramsey type economies by other authors, beginning with Arrow and Kurz (1970) and more recently by Aschauer (1988), Baxter and King (1993), and Turnovsky and Fisher (1995). This issue has also begun to be studied in an endogenous growth context by such authors as Futugami, Morita, and Shibata (1993), Turnovsky (1996),

¹ Where most studies have taken the ratio of total tax revenue to GDP as an explanatory variable in the usual growth regressions, Padovano and Galli (2001) carefully calculate the marginal tax rates and examine how they affect countries’ rates of economic growth. They conclude their article as follows: “Our analysis of a cross-section time-series panel of 23 OECD countries for the 1950s-1980s decades show that high marginal tax rates and tax progressivity are negatively correlated with long-run economic growth. This finding contrasts the previous empirical literature, which concludes that there is no significant correlation between taxation and economic growth. We provide evidence that these results are due to a misspecification of the tax variables, which relied on average rather than marginal measures of fiscal pressure. In our model, when included with measures of average fiscal pressure, marginal tax rates turn out to be negatively correlated with the dependent variable (economic growth), while the other fiscal regressors show no significant correlation.” (Padovano and Galli, 2001, p. 50).

² High levels of taxation are compatible with both slow economic growth and rapid economic growth. It undoubtedly comes down to how well the tax revenue is spent.
and Aschauer (1988). Futugami, Morita, and Shibata and Turnovsky, for instance, found that government financial policy has long-run macro effects, while Aschauer stressed the role of public investment as a factor enhancing private capital productivity.

We may find different analyses on the differential impacts of various types of government spending on long-run growth. For example, Barro’s (1991a) empirical analysis differentiates productive government purchases, government consumption purchases, and transfer payments. Devarajan, Swaroop, and Zou (1996) distinguish different types of government purchases according to their marginal impact on private sector productivity. Miller and Russel (1997a, 1997b), in their empirical analysis, distinguish not only among different types of government purchases, but also between the use of taxes and borrowing to finance them. A large empirical literature, pioneered by Landau (1983) and Kormendi and Meguire (1985) and surveyed by Barro (1990) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), has tried to measure the impact of government purchases on long-run growth. We focus our empirical investigation on government transfer to local governments. Recent studies such as Sala-l-Martin (1996) found that public transfers are productive in that they raise the marginal product of private capital. However we found an inverse relationship in our empirical test due to the fact that transfers are not used to raise marginal product of private capital, especially in the south of Italy.

Furthermore, the relationship between redistributive policies and growth is the subject of a growing literature. Alesina and Rodrik (1994) discuss a model in which income distribution and redistributive policies affect growth and conclude that there is a negative effect of a greater inequality in income distribution on the growth rate. Several other articles have reached a similar conclusion. Benabou (1996) provides an extensive survey of recent studies of the connection between inequality, redistributive policies, and growth.

Although most researchers focused on the sources of growth across countries, recent studies such as Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992), Razzolini and Shughart (1997), and Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) sought to explain variation in economic growth among U.S. states. They found support for the hypothesis that real per capita income between states converged. Following Armstrong and Vickerman (1995, p. 19), we believe that “perhaps the greatest methodological challenge of all is to adapt the concepts and techniques of new growth theory to a regional context.” As yet, there have been only

---

3 Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992) estimated a model with cross-section data that related income growth to initial income and the sectoral composition of income in each state. Razzolini and Shughart (1997), using a considerably different model pooling cross-section and time series data, focused on the effects of state-level fiscal policies. They find that government size and, to a lesser extent, deficit financing produce negative and significant effects on economic growth. Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) also pooled cross-section and time-series data to test for the growth effects of institutional arrangements concerning banking. They found evidence that the removal of restrictions on branch banking positively and significantly increased state-level economic growth during the time period covered by their analysis.
few explicit attempts to formulate regional endogenous growth models (Benabou 1993, 1994; Bertola 1993; Cheshire and Carbonaro 1995; Sala-i-Martin 1996).

Assuming that economic growth is desirable for its own sake, our aim in this paper is to explore whether state policy can influence the rate of growth of one or more regions within a nation, the south of Italy in particular. Re-examining some of the above-mentioned hypotheses, we empirically test a model that assess the effect of government fiscal policies on economic growth in order to add to the debate on regional growth and inequality in Italy.

3. THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

In order to study the link between fiscal policy and the rate of growth in Italy, we use the model developed by Bajo, Carmen, and Montavez (1999) to empirically investigate the effects of fiscal policies on economic growth for the case of Spanish regions. The Spanish case offers important similarities with the Italian case. In Spain as in Italy there are both autonomous and ordinary regions. In Spain there exists a territorial organization of the state that permits the institutional structure of government to vary across regions. To some degree, this is also the case of Italy, where there are four layers of government: state, regions, provinces, and municipalities. The fiscal power of regional governments and the framework for intergovernmental relationships are framed by the Constitution and by ordinary legislation designed to implement constitutional principles. The Italian Constitution defines two different models of fiscal relations between regional and central governments. The first is related to the Regioni a Statuto Ordinario, the second to the Regioni a Statuto Speciale.4 The set of decentralized governments includes 15 regions with ordinary statutes (OSR); five regions with special statutes (SSR),5 one of which (Trentino-Alto Adige) is divided into two Provinces, each with its own special statutes; 102 provinces with ordinary statutes; and 8,100 municipal governments (Comuni). Regions with special statutes by constitution and successive constitutional legislation have a wider spectrum of public functions to perform than the other 15 regions (OSR).

Another interesting parallel may be found in the devolution process that, with different degrees characterizes both countries. In Spain as in Italy, special regions have legislative freedom (within the framework of the basic central legislation). In addition to the similarities in the distribution of powers between the different levels of government, there are also some common aspects of the distribution of resources at the regional level in the two countries. The annual flow of resources and public expenditures at the regional level comes mainly from financial transfers from the central government. In addition, the northern regions in both countries show an above-average concentration of

4 Regions differ very much in population, size, and per-capita income.
5 The Special Statute Regions are Sicilia, Trentino-Alto Adige, Valle d’Aosta, Sardegna, and Friuli Venezia Giulia.
infrastructure and funds, which reflects the historical pattern of industrialization, while the southern regions have been traditionally agricultural.

Given the similarities that characterize the two countries, we believe that the model developed by Bajo, Carmen, and Montavez (1999) for Spain is well suited to investigate the Italian appearance. It is noteworthy that only public spending variables are taken into account in the model. In fact up to the end of the 1990s OSRs had basically no fiscal autonomy. Up to 95 percent of total expenditures were financed by central government grants to regional governments. The focus here is therefore on the amount of resources that are transferred to the regional budget in order to achieve a more equalized distribution of revenues.  

The Bajo, Carmen, and Montavez (1999) model (hereafter BDM model) emphasizes the role of fiscal policies in influencing the rate of economic growth, with government spending directly affecting private production functions. While public services are included as a productive input the BDM model departs from Barro (1990) in that it follows Cashin (1995) in including such private inputs as labor, physical capital, and human capital along with such fiscal policy instruments as transfer payments into private production functions.

In the traditional neoclassical growth model, the revenue raised from taxation is used to finance the provision of goods that neither enter into firms’ production function nor affect the marginal utilities of agents’ consumption (Feldstein 1974; Judd 1985). In contrast, the BDM model assumes that government spending is productive and does so through treating public transfer payments as inputs into private production that raise the marginal product of private capital by “improving the enforcement of private property rights in the economy, and by inducing relative unproductive agents to leave the labor force” (Cashin 1995, p. 239).

We study an economy in which the government raises taxes to finance its expenditures, and these expenditures may be directed to enhancing the productive activities of the economy. In this respect, the government expenditures will have a direct impact on production conditions and enhance the productivity of the existing

---

6 During this last decade, there have been several attempts to increase the fiscal autonomy of OSRs. We can single out two phases in the reform process. In the first phase, the central government introduced the essential instruments for fiscal autonomy through the devolution of relevant taxes to the OSRs. The Regions received the yield of the health pay-roll tax, levied on salaries and self-employed incomes. As a consequence, the share of total expenditures financed by transfers dropped to 48 percent. In 1998 the health payroll tax and some minor regional taxes were abolished and replaced by a new tax, named Irap (Imposta regionale sulle attività produttive - Regional Business Tax), and by a regional surcharge (0.5 percent) on the personal income tax named Irpef (Imposta sul reddito delle persone fisiche). However the radical reform of the intergovernmental fiscal relations with reference to regional finance will not be taken into account in this paper given that the theoretical implication of the model are tested with a dataset from 1970 to 1995, when OSRs had basically no fiscal autonomy.
capital stock. This effect, as previously underlined, has received increasing attention in the literature, both with respect to its empirical relevance and its theoretical consequences.

The economy production function in the BDM model is assumed to be:

\[
Y = K^\alpha H^\beta (AL)^{1-\alpha-\beta} \left( \frac{KG}{K} \right)^{\gamma} \left( \frac{TR}{K} \right)^{\theta}
\]

where \(Y\) denotes output; \(K, H,\) and \(L\) are the private inputs physical capital, human capital, and labor, respectively; \(A\) is a labor-augmenting factor. In addition, \(KG\) and \(TR\) are defined to be the government-provided inputs public physical capital (\(KG\)) and transfer payments (\(TR\)). Borrowing from Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992b), the BDM model introduces a more realistic possibility of congestion in the consumption of publicly provided goods (both physical capital and transfer payments) by individual household-producers (firms), because here (as is the case for a substantial share of government productive expenditures) public goods are rivals but not excludable.\(^7\) In the production function above, it is assumed that \(\alpha > \gamma + \theta\), where \(\gamma > 0\) and, according to Sala-i-Martin (1996 and 1997), \(\theta > 0\); otherwise (e.g., if higher transfer payments would discourage growth incentives) the value of the externality would be negative so that \(\theta < 0\).

Defining \(y\) as the level of output per effective unit of labor, \(y = \frac{Y}{AL}\), and \(k\) as the stock of capital per effective unit of labor, \(k = \frac{K}{AL}\), the production function becomes:

\[
y = k^\alpha h^\beta \left( \frac{KG}{K} \right)^{\gamma} \left( \frac{TR}{K} \right)^{\theta}
\]

Notice that production function (2) exhibits decreasing returns to scale in all private inputs for a given state of congestion in the use of public capital and transfers. The degree of return to scale is ambiguous when all factors (i.e., \(k, h, KG/K,\) and \(TR/K\)) are taken together.

\(^7\) This is the nature of the congestion existing in the consumption of public capital. It can represent, for example, the miles of highways provided, the number and size of airports, and law and order. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992b) argue that national defense and domestic security services (police and prisons), which are often deemed to be prototypical nonrival and nonexcludable public goods, can also be considered to be subject to a form of congestion, using the argument set forward by Thompson (1974).
Next, the accumulation equations of the human \( \dot{H} \), physical \( \dot{K} \), and public capital \( \dot{KG} \) are taken into account.

(3) \[
\dot{K} = s_K Y - \delta K
\]

(4) \[
\dot{H} = s_H Y - \delta H
\]

(5) \[
\dot{KG} = s_{KG} Y - \delta KG
\]

where \( \delta \) is the depreciation rate and is assumed to be the same for the three inputs under consideration, and \( s_K, s_H, \) and \( s_{KG} \) are the output share of gross investment on private physical capital, human capital, and public capital, respectively.

Using \( n \) as the rate of population growth and \( g_A \) as the rate of technical progress, the following equations determine the rate of change in the previously considered factors.

(6) \[
g_{k} = \frac{\dot{K}}{K} - g_A - n
\]

(7) \[
g_{h} = \frac{\dot{H}}{H} - g_A - n
\]

(8) \[
g_{kg} = \frac{\dot{KG}}{KG} - g_A - n
\]

By equating \( g_k, g_h, \) and \( g_{kg} \) to zero, the steady-state values, symbolized with an asterisk, are determined as follows.

(9) \[
k^* = \left( \frac{s_1^\alpha s_2^\gamma s_3^\beta}{s_1^\alpha s_2^\gamma s_3^\beta} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha-\beta}} \left( g_A + n + \delta \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha-\beta}}
\]

(10) \[
h^* = \left( \frac{s_1^\alpha s_2^\gamma s_3^\beta}{s_1^\alpha s_2^\gamma s_3^\beta} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha-\beta}} \left( g_A + n + \delta \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha-\beta}}
\]

The dot over a variable denotes it is time derivative.
Using $s_{TR}$ to denote the output share of government transfers, it is assumed that:

(12) $tr^* = \frac{s_{TR}y^*}{A}$

(13) $A_t = A_0e^{s_A t}$

where $A_0$ is the initial value of the technological parameter $A$ and $t$ denotes time. Replacing these in equation (2), the (log of) the steady-state output per effective unit of labor (log $y^*$) is obtained.

(14) $\log y^* = \log A_0 + g_A t - \frac{\alpha + \beta - \theta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log(\delta + g_A + n) + \frac{\alpha - \gamma - \theta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_K + \frac{\beta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_{HG} + \frac{\gamma}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_{KG} + \frac{\theta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_{TR}$

Then the following growth equation is obtained.

(15) $\frac{d \log y}{dt} = -\lambda(\log y - \log y^*) + \theta(g_{TR} - g_A - n)t$

where the speed of convergence is: $\lambda = (1 - \alpha - \beta + \theta)(\delta + g_A + n)$

By solving the differential equation, the following is obtained.

(16) $\log y_t = e^{-\lambda t} \log y_0 + (1 - e^{-\lambda t}) \log y^* + \theta(g_{TR} - g_A - n)t$

which becomes:

(17) $(\log y_t - \log y_0) = e^{-\lambda t} g_A t + (1 - e^{-\lambda t})(\log y^* - \log y_0) + \theta(g_{TR} - g_A - n)t$

where $y_0$ is the initial output in terms of per effective unit of labor. Dividing by $t$ and rearranging, the following equation is achieved.

---

9 The growth equation is obtained following Mankiw, Romer, and Veil (1992).

\[ g_y = (1 - \theta)g_A + \left( \frac{1 - e^{-\lambda t}}{t} \right) \left[ \log A_0 - \frac{\alpha + \beta - \theta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log(\delta + g_A + n) \right. \\
\left. + \frac{\alpha - \gamma - \theta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_K + \frac{\beta}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_H + \frac{\gamma}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_{KG} \right. \\
\left. + \frac{1}{1 - \alpha - \beta} \log s_{TR} - \log y_0 \right] + \theta(g_{TR} - n) \]

(18)

where: \[ g_y = \frac{(\log y_t - \log y_0)}{t} \] denotes the average rate of growth of GDP per effective unit of labor between 0 and \( t \). From equation (18) we can derive a relationship between output growth and the size of the public sector. While an increase in the level of public input leads to higher growth, a smaller amount of resources are available for the accumulation of private input.

4. AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION TO THE ITALIAN REGIONS BETWEEN 1970 AND 1995

We now test specific predictions of the growth model introduced in the previous section. We examine the growth effects of fiscal policy in the Italian regions during 1970-1995. The empirical investigation is carried out at two different levels. First we include all 20 Italian regions. Then the exercise is carried out for the center-southern regions in order to investigate the effect of government transfers on economic growth in the poorer part of the country.

Our data are mainly from CRENoS. These are data annual, but we followed the standard practice of taking five-year averages to remove the effects of the business cycle; we then apply panel data econometric techniques. The estimation method used is Ordinary Least Square (hereafter OLS) with dummy variables to take into account differences in the initial level of technology, \( A_0 \) and all the other differences in the steady states of the regions (Islam, 1995). In this way we get rid of the hypothesis that all regions possess similar technology and similar preferences.

In order to take into account the endogeneity problem, we consider the independent variables such as physical, human, and government capital at the start-years of the each sub-period (i.e., 1970 for 1970-1975; 1975 for 1975-1980, etc.). For the independent variable \( n \), the growth rate of population, we consider a lag of five years (i.e., 1965-1970 for 1970-1975). In this case, the independent variables are predetermined with respect to the dependent variable and we use them as “instruments.” In other words, we estimate a sort of reduced form by applying OLS estimators with cross-section dummy variables.
Our regression equations follow the form of equation 18 above. As previously stressed, we initially include all Italian regions and subsequently only the center-southern regions. We consider two different forms of panel data estimators for each regression: one-way country dummies fixed (by LSDV) and random (by GLS) effects models. Support in favor of the fixed effects model comes from the F-statistics for country effect and from the Breusch-Pagan test. Model selection is based on the Hausman test that rejects the null hypothesis of no correlation among the individual effects and the error term.

Tables 1 and 2 report the results from both models and the tests. The regression equations received support from the Durbin-Watson measure of autocorrelation, which is close to 2 for all regressions. The Lagrange Multiplier test revealed, however, the presence of heteroskedasticity. We therefore provide robust standard errors in parentheses.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the basic results. The first column of the tables provides fixed effects estimates, while the second offers random effects estimates. We begin by discussing the conditioning variables. We find that the initial level of GDP per effective unit of labor enters the regression with a significant negative coefficient, indicating “conditional β convergence” of growth rates in the sense of Sala-i-Martin (1996). The speed of convergence, reported in the tables, is around 0.078 for all Italian regions and 0.104 when only the center-southern regions are included.\(^{10}\)

The neoclassical growth model predicted that if the only difference between economies lies in the level of per-worker capital stock, poor regions will grow faster than rich ones. Regions with lower starting values of the capital-labor ratio will have higher rates of income growth.

Central government redistribution of income from relatively rich to relatively poor regions is a channel through which convergence can occur. In Italy, until the end of the 1990s, OSRs had basically no fiscal autonomy with the central government financing up to 95 percent of their total expenditure. These resources transferred to the regional budget have been used not only as a transfer to households but also for many different purposes by different regional governments. This raises the following policy question: have transfers helped to equalize per capita incomes across the different regions of Italy?

These transfers are assumed to be lump sum and hence do not affect relative prices or create any distortions. It is noteworthy that an increase in transfer payments reduces long-run growth through crowding out government purchases of productive goods and services. While it might be worthwhile to examine the impact of changes in

---

\(^{10}\) The speed of convergence is calculated as in Sala-i-Martin (1996), as \( b = \frac{(1-e^{-\lambda t})}{t} \) with \( t = 5 \).

\(^{11}\) Assume, following Solow (1956), that unemployment is zero.
TABLE 1
Economic Growth in Italy (All Regions Included), 1970–1995
(Regression Results)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log $y_0$</td>
<td>-0.4881*</td>
<td>-0.1013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1566)</td>
<td>(0.0799)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $(d + g_a + n)$</td>
<td>-0.6257*</td>
<td>-0.4023**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1799)</td>
<td>(0.2152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_k$</td>
<td>0.1387</td>
<td>0.0983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_{kg}$</td>
<td>0.0291**</td>
<td>-0.0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_{H}$</td>
<td>0.4894**</td>
<td>0.2645**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2436)</td>
<td>(0.1052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_{Tr}$</td>
<td>-0.0239</td>
<td>-0.1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(g_{Tr} - n)$</td>
<td>0.1394</td>
<td>0.8954*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2342)</td>
<td>(0.2332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.6147</td>
<td>0.3668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.0780</td>
<td>0.0190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F test that all $u_i = 0$, F (19, 73) 3.2900 (p-value) 0.0001
Durbin-Watson for fixed effects 2.0400
Breusch and Pagan test for random effects 0.0200 (p-value) 0.8818
Hausman test: $c^2$ (7) 29.6600 (p-value) 0.0001

Note: (a) A constant has been included. (b) Robust standard errors are in parentheses.
(c) Number of obs: 100; Number of groups: 20; Obs. per group: 5.
(d) *, **, and *** represent, respectively, 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of significance.

distortionary transfer payments on long-run growth, adding such distortions will only increase the negative impact of transfer payments on growth, given that they are often not productively used for investments in education, human capital, transportation, or infrastructure. The key implication of the analysis above is especially true in the central-southern part of Italy where the growth slowdown can be explained at least in part by the permanent increase in the ratio of government transfer payments to real GDP. Table 2, which includes only center-southern regions, shows in fact a negative relation between the rate of growth of per capita transfers, $(g_{Tr} - n)$ and the dependent variable $(g_y)$. The elasticity of $g_y$ with respect to $(g_{Tr} - n)$ is equal to -0.6827. Hence a one percent increase of $(g_{Tr} - n)$ leads to a decrease of 0.6827 of the growth rate of GDP.  

\[ \text{The level of geographical disaggregation adopted in the estimation has a decisive influence on the magnitude of the elasticities estimated, which increase progressively as the geographical} \]
TABLE 2

(Regression Results)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log $y_0$</td>
<td>-0.6806*</td>
<td>-0.0431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1425)</td>
<td>(0.0644)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log ($d + g_a + n$)</td>
<td>-0.7175*</td>
<td>-0.6915**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1798)</td>
<td>(0.2195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_k$</td>
<td>0.0459</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0676)</td>
<td>(0.0534)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_{kg}$</td>
<td>0.0457**</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0189)</td>
<td>(0.0194)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $S_H$</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1044)</td>
<td>(0.1089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log $g_{Tr}$</td>
<td>0.3405***</td>
<td>-0.1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2069)</td>
<td>(0.1398)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(g_{Tr} - n)$</td>
<td>-0.0507</td>
<td>0.7699*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2310)</td>
<td>(0.2323)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.7943</td>
<td>0.4856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.1040</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F test that all $u_i = 0$, F (11, 41): 5.600 (p-value): 0.0000
Durbin-Watson for fixed effects: 2.1110
Breusich and Pagan test for random effects: 0.0500 (p-value): 0.8298
Hausman test: $\chi^2 (7)$: 32.4400 (p-value): 0.0000

Note: (a) A constant has been included. (b) Robust standard errors are in parentheses.
(c) Number of obs: 60; Number of groups: 12; Obs. per group: 5.
(d) *, **, and *** represent, respectively, 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of significance.

Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1995) find that social assistance discourages saving because it is usually conditional on the individual not having any assets. Another perhaps more speculative mechanism worthy of attention is that the potential profit from focus narrowed. The elasticity of the growth rate of GDP with respect to variable government transfers ($g_{Tr} - n$) is given by the estimated coefficient (-0.051) times the ratio of the sample means of GDP and government transfers. The sample means of GDP and transfers are, respectively, 10.2542 and 9.0925.

13 Other studies find negative effects on precautionary saving of more generous unemployment insurance. See, for example, Engen and Gruber (1996).
rent-seeking may expand as the public sector grows, which may lead to a greater
diversion of resources into unproductive uses (Buchanan, 1980).\footnote{See Nitzan,
Gradstein, and Slutsky (1994) for a recent review of the rent-seeking literature.}

It is noteworthy that two key roles of government are to provide public goods and to
redistribute income across individuals and regions. Often these two functions overlap
since the public goods provisions may also be used to compensate for geographical
income imbalances in Italy, where the economy in the south is overly dependent on
welfare instruments and government resources. As a consequence, the resources left
over for productive investment are diminished as transfers expand.

But if this government policy results in a decline in output growth in the center-
southern regions, why is this redistributive system chosen? Over time the south is
caught in an equilibrium of dependency in which social assistance and public jobs\footnote{A model by Coate and Morris (1995), slightly modified by Alesina, Baqir, and
Easterly (2000), clarifies this political-economic argument. The idea is simple: suppose that
a proposal that introduces a tax in region 1 (north) to finance a direct subsidy to region 2
(south) does not pass because it is opposed by voters in the north. Further assume that
the government wants to redistribute toward the south and assume that, say, several new
teachers are hired and disproportionately placed in the south. This second redistributive
policy is less transparent (although perhaps less efficient) and may win approval even
in the north because of the uncertainty about the real needs of the public school system.}
− which in the south are of the nature of permanent welfare\footnote{The regional
differences in the distribution of public jobs are large. Public civilian employment
per capita is higher in the south than in the north (about 61 public employees per thousand
population in the south versus 51 in the north). As a share of total employment, the
difference is even more staggering: 12 percent of the employed in the north are in the public
sector against 21 percent in the south. The comparison with the center is clouded by the
presence of the national capital in the Lazio region. Including this region, public employment
is artificially high in the center. For this reason we focus mostly on north-south comparisons.}
− are critical sources of
disposable income and in which private opportunities do not materialize. This creates a
culture that discourages private activities and entrepreneurship and does not enhance
growth investments.

We present evidence showing that when we restrict our sample to only center-
southern Italian regions, the rate of growth of government transfers is negatively
correlated with economic growth. However, when all Italian regions are taken into
account, the coefficient changes sign.

In a recent review article, Agell, Lindh, and Ohlsson (1997) claim that theoretical
and empirical evidence does not allow any conclusion as to whether there is a
relationship between the rate of economic growth and the size of the public sector.
Fölster and Henrekson (1999) extend the Agell, Lindh, and Ohlsson (1997) review to
highlight some problems with their analysis. They present evidence showing that once a
number of econometric issues are dealt with, the relationship between growth and public expenditures may be more robustly negative than it first appears.

In Table 1, the rate of growth of per capita government transfers, \((g_{Tr} - n)\) has a positive sign. This sign results from the regression that includes also the northern and richer regions. The elasticity of the dependent variable \((g_y)\) with respect to the independent variable is equal to 0.1229.\(^{17}\) If \((g_{Tr} - n)\) increases by 1 percent, the growth rate of GDP increases by 0.1229 percent. The different sign of the variable in Tables 1 and 2 is a notable feature of the results. Given recent developments in growth theory, it is intriguing to speculate that government transfers may actually help rather than hinder economic growth. Table 1 presents some suggestive cross-regional evidence indicating that the relationship between the rate of growth of social transfers and growth in transition economies has in fact been positive, which is similar to Perotti’s (1996) finding for a different and larger sample of countries. He supports the view that redistribution can enhance growth by fostering sociopolitical stability. Economic growth in fact is largely determined by the accumulation of capital, human capital, and knowledge usable in production. The incentives for such productive accumulation hinge on the ability of individuals to appropriate privately the fruits of their efforts, which in turn crucially hinges on what tax policies and regulatory policies are adopted.

Another interesting case, from our prospective, is represented by the variable \((S_{KG})\). The estimated coefficient (log \(S_{KG}\)) is greater when we consider only the center-southern regions (Table 2) since capital productivity is higher in the less developed regions. Public physical capital spending is a direct channel by which fiscal policy can affect national investment and national productivity growth. A large empirical literature surveyed by Gramlich (1994) suggests that an increase in infrastructure spending stimulates growth.\(^{18}\) It has been recognized that the public infrastructure – streets and highways, mass transit, water and sewer systems, and the like – should be considered as a factor of production along with labor and private capital in the private sector production process. These results suggest that cross-region differences in productivity growth might also be explained partly by differences in levels of public physical capital spending.

Closely related to the variable \((S_{KG})\) is the other relevant variable, private physical capital investment \((S_k)\), which has a low positive effect on economic growth. With respect to this variable \((S_k)\), we found a relatively positive stronger effect on economic growth when we consider the first environment that includes all Italian regions (Table 1). This can be explained by the fact that when we include the northern Italian regions,

---

\(^{17}\) The sample means of GDP and transfers are, respectively, 10.4075 and 9.01859.

\(^{18}\) Although several empirical studies using cross-national data sets (e.g., Landau 1983; Kormendi and Meguire 1985; and Barro 1991b) found a negative or statistically insignificant relationship between government purchases and growth, the theoretical and empirical analyses above suggest reexamining these results by holding the total government spending ratio constant.
we take into account those regions that are characterized by a greater number of entrepreneurs with an higher propensity to invest.

The variable \( S_H \) proxies the role of human capital in enhancing growth; it has a significant positive effect, as expected. The coefficient is greater and statistically significant when we consider all Italian regions (Table 1) due to the fact that, as pointed out by Barro (2001), “more human capital facilitates the absorption of superior technologies from leading” regions. Finally, the rate of population growth (\( n \)), augmented with the rates of depreciation (\( \delta \)) and rate of technical progress (\( g_A \)), is statistically significant and negatively related with the dependent variable.

5. CONCLUSION

One main question has dominated discussions of recent economic policy: assuming that economic growth is desirable for its own sake, what can be done to increase its average rate? This article addresses this question with respect to Italy and appears to point in two distinct directions. This is because the northern regions show an above-average concentration of infrastructure and funds, ultimately reflecting the historical pattern of industrialization, while the opposite situation characterizes the traditionally agricultural regions in the south.

The question then becomes, what can be done to increase the average rate of economic growth in the center-southern part of Italy? If policy makers are serious about increasing the average rate of economic growth, they will have to think in terms of substantial increases in government purchases relative to GNP. We found that the amount of resources that are transferred to the regional budget in order to achieve a more equalized distribution of revenues do not always enter as productive inputs in private production functions. These public resources may be unproductive in that they do not raise the marginal product of private capital, especially when the analysis is restricted to the central-southern regions. An explanation may be that these resources are mainly used as redistributive devices, while the large empirical literature surveyed by Gramlich (1994) suggests that policy makers should concentrate their efforts on increases in infrastructure spending if they aim to implement policies with a maximum impact on growth. These increases in government purchases could be financed by decreases in transfer payments and not by increases in tax rates.

Another important contribution of the model tested is to highlight the rivalrous nature of the public capital stock and of public transfer payments. This approach overcomes the need in earlier models of growth and public finance (such as Barro (1990)) for the goods provided by government to be essentially publicly provided private goods. The present model implies that many of the goods provided by government are rivalrous and nonexcludable in nature, which helps to explain the lack of a strong impact of public spending on growth, especially when we consider all Italian regions.
In addition to estimating the empirical relationship among public investment, transfers, and the rate of economic growth, we improve on previous empirical studies of the influence of fiscal policies on growth that predominantly concentrated on the effects of government consumption spending and largely ignored the effects of government transfers. By using a panel data framework, this paper goes beyond the traditional empirical tests found in this literature, which most often use cross-sectional estimation alone. Levine and Renelt (1991, 1992) and Levine and Zervos (1993) point out that such cross-sectional studies are prone to yield misleading results, given that they cannot account for persistent unobserved heterogeneity across regions.

APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS AND DATA SOURCES

Our data come mainly from the CRENoS database. We have used annual data for the period 1970-1995. The variables included in the tables are defined as follows.

\[ g_y = \text{rate of growth per working-age GDP at prices 1990 for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS data).} \]

\[ y_0 = \text{initial value of per working-age person GDP at prices 1990 for the first year of every time span (source: CRENoS).} \]

\[ \delta = \text{depreciation rate, equal to 11.0 per cent (source: ISTAT).} \]

\[ n = \text{annual average of the rate of growth of working-age population for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS data).} \]

\[ g_A = \text{rate of technical progress, equal to 2 percent as in Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992).} \]

\[ S_K = \text{annual average of share of private physical capital investment in total GDP for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS data).} \]

\[ S_{KG} = \text{annual average of share of public physical capital investment in total GDP for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from Prometeia).} \]

\[ S_H = \text{initial value of share of working-age population with university studies, for the first year of every time span (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS).} \]

\[ S_{TR} = \text{annual average share of regional expenditures on transfer payments to households in total GDP for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS).} \]

\[ g_{TR} = \text{rate of growth of regional expenditures on transfer payments to households in total GDP for each sub-period (source: authors’ elaboration from CRENoS).} \]
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